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deeply agitated, and, in the opinion of the patriotic, but, in respect to the questions before that body, misjudging anti-federalists, acquired almost as much credit as was allotted for his part in the revolutionary drama. With all my respect for that class of politicians, founded on convictions of the purity of their motives and of their great usefulness at that and subsequent trying periods in our history, I have never been able to draw any such impression from reading- the debates of the Virginia Convention. Mr. Henry wielded against the sacred instrument which he had devoted to destruction the same weapons that he had employed during the revolution, but with vastly different results. His efforts were favored neither by the state of the times nor by the nature of the cause. An attempt by a powerful monarch to enslave his Country was an occasion when noble daring in resisting was demanded by the fearful exigencies of the hour—when, inspiriting appeal, trenchant sarcasm and thundering invective were as useful and as necessary in the council as the trumpet, the sword and the camion in the field,—as acceptable to the hearts and judgments of an excited people, who, in their desire for vigorous measures in great crises, are always in advance of their representatives. But the Convention was designed to be a conclave of grave Statesmen, convened at a period of profound peace, to deliberate upon a question indeed of the first importance, but of a local character, undisturbed by the interference of foreigners; a question in which all who participated in its settlement had an equal interest, and which was not so clear, on either side, as not to admit of honest differences of ° opinion, which were to be decided by the weight of argument. Whilst every thing that fell from the orator of the Eevolution, which breathed the right spirit and was well directed against the common enemy, was consecrated, in the estimation of his sympathizing hearers, by the occasion and by the circumstances under which it was uttered, the arguments, the illustrations, and the advice addressed to the Con-vention were all maturely considered, applied to the important business to-be acted upon and digested by calm and capable men.
I repeat with deference and with unaffected reluctance that I have never been able to rise from the perusal of Mr. Henry's speeches in the Virginia Convention, and I have tried it more than once, with an opinion in their favor when compared with those of the men opposed to him. It is to impressions that must have been made upon the mind of Washington by those discussions thai* I have attributed his cautious, tardy and confessedly distrustful proceedings in respect to Henry at a time when he was, beyond all doubt, disposed to compliment him highly if he could do so safely.
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